ALEXANDER CALDER

1898 Born in Lawnton, PA
1976 Died in New York, NY

Education & Personal Background

1909 Parents provide Calder with a workshop where he begins to make brass animal sculptures

1919 Graduates from Stevens Institute of Technology in Hoboken, NJ; works as an engineer at logging camp in Washington—Pacific Northwest mountain landscapes inspire his paintings

1923 Move to New York and attends Art Students League; studies under George Luks, Thomas Hart Benton, John Sloan, and Guy Pene du Bois; works as an illustrator for newspapers and advertisers

1925 Makes illustrations of the Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Circus for the National Police Gazette; employed at Central Park Zoo and Bronx Zoo; makes series of brush drawings of animals; constructs his first wire sculpture

1926 Meets Stanley William Hayter, exhibits at the Salon des Indépendents

1930 Visit to Mondrian’s studio results in Calder adopting complete abstraction; returns to United States to marry Louisa James

1931 Calder’s settle in Paris; Duchamp visits Calder’s studio and calls his moving sculptures “mobiles”; Calder meets Picasso

1933 Spends summer in Paris, meets Salvador Dali; returns to the states and buys house in Roxbury, CT; undertakes large renovation of house and adds adjoining studio

1934 Constructs first outdoor sculpture; the first of several solo exhibitions at Pierre Matisse Gallery, New York, NY
1937  Makes first sculpture enlarged from a Marquette; commissioned to create an installation for the Spanish Pavilion of the World’s Fair in Paris; summers in Varengeville, France; house guests include Joan Miró, Georges Braque, Ben Nicolson, and Barbara Hepworth

1939  Commissioned to make mobile installed in main stairwell of MoMA, New York, NY

1949  Constructs largest mobile to date, hung over main stairwell of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia, PA

1957-1958  Receives several commissions for large-scale public sculpture, including a mobile for JFK Airport commissioned by Port Authority of New York and a stabile for UNESCO Paris headquarters

1967-1968  Sculpture commissions for Expo ’67 in Montreal, Canada and 1968 Olympic Games in Mexico City, Mexico
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